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Abstract
Proteins are involved in almost every aspect of life, mediating a wide range of cellular tasks. The
protein sequence dictates the spatial arrangement of the residues and thus ultimately the func-
tion of a protein. Huge effort is put into cumbersome structure eludication experiments which
obtain models describing the observed spatial conformation of a protein, enabling users to pre-
dict their function, to understand their mode of action or to design tailored drugs to cure disease
caused by misfolded or misregulated proteins.
However, the result of structure determination experiments are merely models of reality, made
under simplifying assumptions - sometimes containing major undetected errors. On the other
hand, such experiments are resource demanding and they cannot supply the actual demand.
Thus, scientists are predicting the structure of proteins in silico, resulting in models that are even
more prone to error.
In consequence, the structure biologists search after a practicable definition of structure quality
and over the last two decades several model quality assessment programs emerged, measuring
the local and global quality of peculiar structures. Seven representatives were studied, regarding
the paradigms they follow and the features they use to describe the quality of residues. Their
predications were compared, showing that there is almost no common ground among the tools.
Is there a way to combine their statements anyway?
Finally, the accumulated knowledge was used to design a novel evaluation tool, addressing prob-
lems previously spotted. Thereby, high quality of its predication as well as superior usability was
key. The strategy was compared to existing approaches and evaluated on suitable datasets.
Zusammenfassung
Fast jede Funktion einer Zelle wird durch Proteine vermittelt. Ihre einzigartige Abfolge von
Aminosäuren diktiert das räumliche Arrangement ihrer Bausteine und resultiert letztendlich in
definierten Funktionen, die das Protein übernimmt. Ein Gros an Ressourcen wird für Struktu-
raufklärungsexperimente angewendet, in denen man die räumliche Anordnung der Reste eines
Proteins zu bestimmen versucht. Solche Modelle geben Auskunft über die Funktion eines Pro-
teins, seine Wirkungsweise und ermöglichen das maßgeschneiderte Entwickeln von Medika-
menten.
Man darf jedoch nicht vergessen, dass die Ergebnisse von Strukturaufklärungsexperimenten
nur Modelle der Realität darstellen, die unter vereinfachenden Annahmen gemacht wurden und
sogar manchmal komplett falsch sind. Weiterhin sind solche Experimente sehr zeit- und koste-
naufwendig und können nicht den wachsenden Bedarf decken. Deshalb gibt es Strukturvorher-
sagedienste, die in silico versuchen, Modelle zu berechnen, welche aber noch fehleranfälliger
sind.
Wissenschaftler suchen nach einem anwendbaren Maß für die Strukturgüte und in den letzten
25 Jahren wurden zahlreiche Proteinstrukturevaluationsprogramme entwickelt, die die lokale
und globale Qualität von Strukturen zu bewerten versuchen. Sieben Vertreter wurden genauer
untersucht hinsichtlich ihrer Ansätze und den Kategorien, die sie nutzen, um die Qualität zu
quantifizieren. Nach dem Vergleich ihrer Ausgaben zeigte sich, dass ihre Bewertungen über-
raschenderweise sehr gegenläufig sind. Gibt es dennoch einen Weg, eine gemeinsame Aus-
sage aus mehreren Tools zu bestimmen?
Zu guter Letzt wurde das gewonnene Wissen in einen eigenen Strukturevaluationsdienst kanal-
isiert, der Fehler etablierter Tools vermeidet. Ziel sollte sowohl eine treffende Bewertung der
Strukturqualität sein als auch eine hohe Benutzerfreundlichkeit. Abschließend wurde das Vorge-
hen mit den etablierten Ansätzen verglichen und mittels geeigneter Datensätze evaluiert.
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Chapter 1: Motivation 1
1 Motivation
Almost every cellular process and every aspect of live resolves around proteins. 20,000
to 25,000 proteins are found in the human organism [Kim et al., 2013]. With this om-
nipresence, problems arise though: absent, nonfunctional or misregulated proteins re-
sults in a variety of diseases ranging from cancer and autism [Zhao et al., 2014] over
diabetes insipidus [Heinke and Labudde, 2012] to Alzheimer’s disease [Kang et al.,
1987]. In consequence, to understand such illnesses and to potentially design drugs,
we need particularized knowledge of the properties of a protein [Kuntz, 1992].
In 1894, Fischer formulated the connection between the spatial conformation of a pro-
tein and its function. Analogous to a lock and key, an enzyme provides a geometric
shape complementary to molecules processed by it [Fischer, 1894]. Roughly 40 years
later, Wu [Wu, 1931] as well as Mirksy and Pauling [Mirsky and Pauling, 1936] showed
independently that this ordered structure can be corrupted by manipulating the chem-
ical environment of a protein. This denaturation results in conformational changes of
the protein and a consequent loss of its initial function. Furthermore, stepwise restora-
tion of the physiological condition results in folding of the protein once more. For one
century, structure was equated with function. However, with the emergence of ways to
determine the exact structure of a protein [Kendrew et al., 1958] examples of proteins
concurrently emerged which featured significant disorder and were partially kind of de-
natured; and yet this odd properties facilitate the function of these proteins. They are no
static objects and their inherent flexibility allows them e.g. to bind to a wide range of cel-
lular targets, governing i.a. signal transduction or regulatory processes. Furthermore,
eukaryotic cells tend to feature way more proteins exhibiting disorder than prokaryotic
ones, implying their importance in evolution and in setting prokaryotes and eukaryotes
apart. Deletion of disordered proteins is also more likely to be lethal than knocking out
non-disordered ones [Dunker and Obradovic, 2001; Dunker and Kriwacki, 2011].
A protein structure describes the arrangement of its components and enables dedicated
scientists to further investigate peculiar proteins. Therefore, elaborate structure deter-
mination experiments are done, yielding molecular photographs which try to describe
the observation of the experiment as good as possible. Yet they are merely snapshots
embracing only a small part of a possibly bigger picture. It is obvious that such mod-
els cannot capture the spatial rearrangements occurring within a protein structure. It
demands not only enormous expertise to derive good, useful structures, but no mat-
ter how accurate they may be, they will never span all the processes potentially taking
place. It is not surprising that the structure of one individual protein is determined multi-
ple times: by independent teams, under varying conditions, in presence of other binding
partners or simply because better technology is available. Even if we cannot capture
all aspects of a protein in one run, in a way by combining multiple single images we
can still converge towards reality. Another way to give this fact consideration are energy
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models like molecular dynamics or coarse-grained knowledge-based potentials which
try to describe the protein’s energy landscape and the rearrangements the protein may
undergo.
The quality of derived models limits their uses and for demanding applications like spot-
ting binding sites or studying the molecular mechanisms, structures of high quality are
mandatory. But how can the quality of a protein structure be quantified?
This work can roughly be partitioned into two aspects. First, ways to measure the quality
of the protein models were studied - using information obtained directly by the structure
determination experiment or by the use of dedicated protein structure evaluation tools.
On the other hand, a novel quality assessment program was designed using the knowl-
edge obtained previously and it was tested on several datasets regarding the quality of
its predication and to enable a comparison with the other tools.
Throughout the text the term amino acid refers to one of the 20 standard amino acids
and its particular features. In contrast to that, residue is related to single instances in
a particular protein. Names of mentioned Java-classes or interfaces are printed italic.
Due to default of a catchy name, the here discussed evaluation approach is referred to
as EP-based.
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2 Theoretical Principles
Figure 2.1: Protein folding and energy [Kim et al., 2013]
Newly synthesized proteins strive after favorable states of minimal energy. Chaperones help
other proteins to fold correctly in the first place, preserve the native conformation of preexisting
ones and prevent unfavorable aggregation of (partially) misfolded proteins (shaded red).
Scientists use two major aspects to describe proteins: the protein sequence is the suc-
cession of amino acids synthesized during translation; the protein structure however
captures the native, three-dimensional conformation a protein exhibits after folding. De-
pending on the arrangement of the residues, the protein’s energy changes (Figure 2.1).
It is proposed that the energy landscape is funnel-shaped and a protein in a native or
near-native state is located in a local minimum regarding their energy value [Anfinsen,
1973; Dill and MacCallum, 2012; Kim et al., 2013; Nelson and Cox, 2010]. Chaperones
are a class of proteins aiding the correct folding of other proteins or helping to over-
come energetic barriers of partially folded proteins stuck in a local minimum [Kim et al.,
2013]. Interestingly, there are also proteins which lack any ordered structure; they are
flexible and only exhibit an ordered spatial conformation when they are interacting with
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other macromolecules. Almost all disordered proteins are involved in signal transduc-
tion processes and need to bind to a huge set of different molecules. Theories such as
the protein trinity [Dunker and Obradovic, 2001] or the protein-quartet [Uversky, 2002]
propose that this intrinsic disorder governs the possibility to bind to several ligands and
that the function of a protein is not only the result of its ordered spatial structure, but
is also realized by partially or wholly disordered conformations and, furthermore, any
transitions between these states [Dunker and Obradovic, 2001; Kovacevic, 2012]. The
native state is not strictly the one of minimal energy, but rather a compromise between
an advantageous thermodynamical state and conformational flexibility needed to func-
tion properly [Kim et al., 2013].
Several databases collect information brought up by the biologists. Protein structures
are e.g. publicly accessible via the protein data bank (PDB) [Bernstein et al., 1977] and
can be visualized by dedicated tools such as PyMOL (http://www.pymol.org/).
2.1 Protein Structure Determination
While the sequence is quiet easily to obtain - with next generation sequencing even ac-
celerating the process - tertiary structure determination however is a resource-consuming
procedure without guaranteed success. For each protein an x-ray diffraction or NMR
experiment is needed, itself demanding huge expertise from the operator. Proteins are
purified and experimental data are obtained which are finally transformed into a spatial
model of the protein, explaining the observations as good as possible.
X-ray diffraction utilizes crystals of purified proteins which causes single molecules to
arrange themselves in a repeating array. When this crystal is stricken by a beam of x-
ray radiation, the beam is scattered into several single instances (Figure 2.2). Thereby,
the real space is imaged on the reciprocal space and each atom results in a reflection,
although more than one atom can reflect the beam to the exact same position, resulting
in varying intensity though. Reflections are characterized by their amplitude and phase,
but the phase is unknown and can not be directly derived from the experimental data
[Kendrew et al., 1958; Nelson and Cox, 2010; Rhodes, 2006; Wlodawer et al., 2007].
To determine the phases, e.g. libraries of high-resolution data of small molecules can
be consulted or a scaffold can be created by methods such as homology modeling and
improved afterwards with knowledge of the experimental data [Giorgetti et al., 2005;
Raimondo et al., 2006; Wlodawer et al., 2007]. So the diffraction pattern is used to gen-
erate a coarse electron density map which is used in an iterative refinement process for
protein structure model building, trying to arrange all the residues in a way to optimally
explain the diffraction pattern [Kendrew et al., 1958; Nelson and Cox, 2010; Rhodes,
2006; Wlodawer et al., 2007]. Even though the majority of structures are solved by
x-ray diffraction the success rates are rather low: 5% of sequences targeted for struc-
ture determination by x-ray are in fact successfully published, as only 20% get to the
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crystallization trials in the first place. Membrane proteins are even harder to express,
purify and crystallize, as they are not dissolved in water but in a hydrophobic lipid bilayer
[Thornton, 2001].
Since proteins are seldom embedded in a crystal under physiologic conditions [Doye
and Poon, 2006] and since it is often quite challenging to generate useful crystals in the
first place, other methodologies such as NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance) were devel-
oped which study proteins in solution or solid state and furthermore allow observations
over small timescales. Nuclei with an odd number of protons or neutrons have a nonzero
nuclear spin. Due to application of a magnetic field, the spins can be aligned and nuclei
possess two distinguishable energetic states now: one favorable and one disadvanta-
geous of higher energy opposing the external field. A suitable radio frequency pulse
can force the transition between the two states. The phenomenon of nuclear magnetic
resonance can be exploited to obtain information about the environment in which certain
nuclei are located in - they are slightly shifted away from the expected values. These
chemical shift data is finally used for model building. Usually, an ensemble of roughly
20 models is obtained by NMR which are included in one PDB file or are condensed
into one model by averaging and by subsequent energy minimization [Laskowski, 2005;
Nelson and Cox, 2010; Wüthrich, 1990].
But one should keep in mind that proteins are dynamic systems being in motion, reacting
to changes in their chemical environment and possibly alter their conformation upon
interacting with other proteins, DNA or other ligands. Their behavior cannot necessarily
be captured by a snapshot, just as a stage play cannot be captured all-embracingly by a
photograph. Each protein structure is solely a model of reality - likely containing defects
[Laskowski, 2005].
2.2 Structural Quality Assurance
Though scientist try to publish models as good as possible in the first place, constantly
new, better protein structures emerge, replacing old ones. Now and then completely
wrong protein models [Read et al., 2011] or even knowingly false contributions are re-
vealed [Borrell, 2009]. It is quite difficult to assess the quality of certain models, to
compare them and to spot the most reliable. As structure quality dictates possible appli-
cations [Kryshtafovych et al., 2011; Kuntz, 1992; Liu et al., 2011], it is crucial to assess
the quality as accurately as possible and to get to know weaknesses and limitations.
Thus, since 2011 the PDB provides quality reports for each new entry available for
authors and users. They aim at being easy to understand even for non-experts while
providing much more detailed further information for interested users [Read et al., 2011].
Probably the most basic measure for the global quality of a protein structure is the res-
olution. It can be considered a value expressing how much experimental data was in-
corporated into the model, determining the minimum distance of structural components
which can still be distinguished in the electron density map. The resolution in measured
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in Å and a certain value indicates that reflections caused by equivalent, parallel crystal
planes located so far apart are included in the model. Unfortunately, such reflections
are scattered at wider angles, decrease in intensity and are generally harder to mea-
sure, but they still provide valuable extra information. However, there is no unambiguous
definition: some scientists refer to the biggest scattering angle yielding a complete data
set, others use the widest single diffraction angle [Laskowski, 2005; Rhodes, 2006; Wlo-
dawer et al., 2007].
The R-factor measures how well the calculated model is able to explain the observed
experimental data. Therefore, a refraction pattern based on the model is computed and
the degree of disagreement between the two pattern is expressed as R-factor (Figure
2.2). Models with a R-factor below 0.2 are considered as being finished in their re-
finement and being ready to be published as reliable structure. Random or entirely false
models give R-factors of 0.4 to 0.6. However, even completely wrong models can exhibit
convincing R-factors, e.g. when far too many water molecules are included [Laskowski,
2005]. Roughly one water molecule per residue is reasonable and they should only
be placed when they result in plausible hydrogen bonds [Brändén and Alwyn Jones,
1990]. Due to the manipulability of the R-factor, the free R-factor or Rfree was designed
Figure 2.2: Schema of x-ray diffraction and R-factor calculation [Laskowski, 2005]
When a protein crystal is stricken by an x-ray beam, the characteristic diffraction pattern can
be used to derive the structure of the protein. The R-factor captures the agreement between
the diffraction pattern observed in the experiment and the predicted one based on the derived
model.
as more meaningful measure of the agreement between experimental data and the de-
rived model. The methodology is almost the same as for the standard R-factor, but a
small part of the protein of around 5–10% is excluded from the model refinement pro-
cess and solely used for the calculation of the Rfree value, thus detaching refinement
and measuring the quality of fit, preventing any bias introduced by the model building
process directly influencing the Rfree calculation [Brünger, 1992; Laskowski, 2005; Read
et al., 2011]. The Rfree is usually larger than the R-factor and even harder to interpret,
but values above 0.4 indicate possible problems [Brunger, 1997].
While previous variables capture the global quality of proteins, the B-factor indicates pro-
tein dynamics on the level of individual atoms. It measures how smeared out the elec-
tron density is, respectively how precise the coordinate of a particular atom is. Thermal
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motion of the atoms or disorder in this part of the protein cause this disadvantageous
movement [Laskowski, 2005; Rhodes, 2006].
B= 8pi2〈U2eq〉 (2.1)
Thereby, 〈U2eq〉 describes the mean squared displacement of an atom. It assumes
isotropic vibration in all directions. More sophisticated experimental methods like cryo-
preparation and the use of synchrotron radiation make it is also possible to obtain by far
more precise anisotropic displacement parameters, covering all directions individually.
For their visualization oftentimes ellipsoids are used [Merritt, 1999]. The higher the B-
factor is, the higher is the positional uncertainty of that atom. One should avoid relying
on such atoms and also exclude all atoms whose B-factors exceed 40.0 Å2 [Laskowski,
2005; Rhodes, 2006].
Presented quality measures are directly connected to the x-ray diffraction method; as
NMR-experiments lack scatter angles or diffraction patterns, they also lack any con-
ventional inherent global quality measure. Thus, their quality needs to be assessed
otherwise.
In summary, even structures with good quality measures can still have misinterpreted
the experimental data. Possibly, an atom is placed wrong based on the electron den-
sity map and the assumptions made, but the B-factor could state high precision for its
position though. A reasonable indicator for reliable protein structures are however multi-
ple structures deposited in the PDB, which were obtained from independent teams and
under varying conditions. The structures are likely correct, when all these experiments
derived a similar model from the observed data [Laskowski, 2005].
2.3 Protein Structure Prediction
Whereas the number of known protein sequences still increases rapidly, it is still cum-
bersome to determine the structure of a protein. E.g., if a scientist wants to do mutation
studies on a structure, he would not only have to synthesize the desired protein structure
but also to vanquish the difficulties during structure determination. It is reasonable to
model a so far unknown structure with knowledge of physicochemical principles (called
ab initio) or by constructing models with knowledge of the structure of closely related
proteins (de novo modeling) [Liu et al., 2011].
Homology modeling (Figure 2.3) is an approach of the latter category and utilizes the
fact that homologous proteins share a mutual ancestor. They feature high sequence
identity and therefore their structure should be similar as well. The PDB (or any database
containing known structures) is used to find homologous proteins by FASTA [Pearson,
1990], BLAST [Altschul et al., 1990], PSI-BLAST [Altschul, 1997] or approaches involv-
ing hidden Markov models [Soding, 2004]. Depending on the envisioned use of the
model, a suitable template is selected [Liu et al., 2011] - not necessarily the one ex-
hibiting highest sequence identity, some methods even use multiple templates, some
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Figure 2.3: Flowchart of homology modeling - adapted from [Liu et al., 2011]
A database is scanned for suitable a template with high sequence identity to the target se-
quence. The best alignment between query sequence and the selected template is computed;
their known structure is used to derive fragments leading to the model. By a suitable method,
the quality is assessed and refined until a satisfying degree of quality is achieved or no further
improvement can be observed.
authors suggest to pay close attention to the milieu of the structure like pH and present
ions or ligands [Sadowski and Jones, 2007]. Both sequences are aligned by standard
algorithms such as Needleman-Wunsch [Needleman and Wunsch, 1970] or Smith-
Waterman [Smith and Waterman, 1981]. However, especially when dealing with low
sequence identities, multiple sequence alignments or methods incorporating structural
information from homologous proteins can perform far better. After template selection
and alignment, small peptides are used as building blocks to compute the backbone
of the protein. Loops are constructed with the aid of a database containing the struc-
ture of peptide fragments. Side chain coordinates can be predicted by their intrinsic
preference or observations in the template structure. Restraints and constraints can
guide the model building process as well, by minimizing the number of violations. In
particular, loops are hard to model due to commonly occurring insertions and deletions.
Backbone-dependent rotamer libraries can aid the correct placement of side chains.
In an iterative process, badly modeled regions can be refined by molecular dynamics
or simplified force fields [Liu et al., 2011]. A wide range of tools exist to evaluate the
final model involving environment classes [Eisenberg et al., 1997], geometry and stere-
ochemistry [Berjanskii et al., 2010; Laskowski et al., 1993; Willard, 2003] or potentials
of mean force [Benkert et al., 2011; Melo et al., 1997; Wiederstein and Sippl, 2007].
However, the performance of homology modeling is directly limited by sequence simi-
larity to the template structure and the quality of the sequence alignment [Kihara et al.,
2009]. Sequence similarities below 40% require a manual inspection of the alignment.
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The selection of unsuitable templates or misalignment can have devastating results.
Finally, a related structure is not known for every sequence [Liu et al., 2011].
2.4 Critical Assessment of Protein Structure
Prediction
The critical assessment of protein structure prediction is a biennial experiment (CASP)
evaluating the quality of existing protein structure modeling approaches. A set of pro-
tein sequences of soon to be published structures is provided. Participating teams try
to predict the three-dimensional structure of these sequences, while their real structure
is being derived simultaneously by experimental methods. With the deadline, the one
experimentally determined structure is released and about 500 theoretical models from
the attendees can be compared. Targets vary in difficulty, just as prediction methods
vary in how well they perform on certain targets. In the most objective way, the currently
best performing methods are spotted, which outperformed others and worked especially
well among the whole set of CASP targets. Over the course of subsequent CASP runs,
the development of the existing methodology can be monitored and the whole com-
munity gets to know which approaches perform well overall or on certain problematic
targets, resulting in the possibility to adopt knowledge from other teams. Rather than
mere competition, CASP aims at exchanging ideas and accelerating the evolution of
protein structure modeling tools [Cozzetto et al., 2007; Kryshtafovych and Fidelis, 2009;
Kryshtafovych et al., 2011, 2014b; Moult et al., 1995]. Over the course of the years,
CASP started also including other fields: most notably is the model quality assess-
ment category, where participating teams are encouraged not only to submit models but
also the state how reliable the model can be considered on local and global level. In
summary, the procedure for the modeling category is adopted for the model quality as-
sessment branch: ranking the different approaches as well as monitoring the progress
over the years [Cozzetto et al., 2007; Kryshtafovych and Fidelis, 2009; Kryshtafovych
et al., 2011, 2014a].
To assess the quality of each theoretical model, it is compared to the experimental de-
rived structure published in the PDB. Two structures can be aligned and their degree
of similarity can be expressed in numerical values. Commonly used is the root-mean-
square deviation (RMSD) which describes the average distance between pairs of back-
bone atoms.
RMSD=
√
1
N
N
∑
i=1
δ 2i (2.2)
Thereby is δi the distance between one of the N equivalent atom pairs. Most alignment
algorithms aim at translating and rotating on structure onto the other in a manner to min-
imize the RMSD [Kabsch, 1976, 1978; Krissinel and Henrick, 2004; Maiti et al., 2004].
However, the RMSD approach struggles heavily as soon as proteins with multiple do-
mains are considered. Particularly due to the CASP experiment more sophisticated
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global alignment scores were developed. The global distance test (GDT) states how
well two structures match each other in a manner similar to a percentage. Nowadays
it is one of the standard evaluation measures of CASP [Kryshtafovych et al., 2014b;
Sadowski and Jones, 2007; Zemla, 2003].
GDT =
1
4 ∑t=1,2,4,8
f (t) ·100
N
(2.3)
Therefore, a set of thresholds t is defined, usually 1, 2, 4 and 8 Å. The fraction of atom
pairs f (t) falling below that certain threshold is then normalized by the total number
of atom pairs in the alignment. In context of the CASP experiment, models with values
above 80% can be considered successfully modeled [Forrest et al., 2006; Giorgetti et al.,
2005; Read and Chavali, 2007]. Such GDT values indicate a RMSD around 1 Å to the
experimental derived structure, rendering the model suitable for demanding problems
such as spotting ligand binding sites, studying molecular mechanisms causing function-
ality or disease, solving structures by molecular replacement and, ultimately, even drug
discovery. Mediocre quality models (GDT above 50, RMSD to the experimental struc-
ture around 2–3 Å) allow the user to find probable active sites, virtual screening and
predicting the impact of mutations closely related to illnesses. Last but not least, mod-
els of low quality are still useful for rough domain annotation and sophisticated guesses
on the molecular function of the protein [Kryshtafovych et al., 2011].
CASP targets are sometimes not directly comparable, one may be easy to model be-
cause the structure of a close homologue is known, whereas the other lacks any suitable
template. Z-scores can be used to compare two populations of data with different range
of values and scaling by normalizing the data. The expected value µ and the standard
deviation (SD) σ of each set of values is used to standardize each data point x.
z=
x−µ
σ
(2.4)
As a result, it states how many standard deviations a value is off it the average of the
data.
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3 Model Quality Assessment Programs
However, quality values originating directly from experimental methods are not as signif-
icant as they may seem at first glance: there is no consistent definition for terms such as
resolution, the interpretation of some values strongly depends on others and it is even
possible to sugarcoat variables like the R-factor. Correct interpretation of all available
information demands huge expertise [Brändén and Alwyn Jones, 1990; Kryshtafovych
and Fidelis, 2009; Laskowski, 2005]. Furthermore, x-ray model building involves mini-
mization of a function strongly related to the R-factor which is also used to state the final
accuracy of the model, thus resulting in unfavorable circularity which should optimally
be avoided [Eisenberg et al., 1997]. There is a significant demand for model quality as-
sessment programs (MQAP) estimating the reliability of a structure in a unbiased, easy
interpretable, fast and meaningful manner.
Two major motivations exist to develop MQAP: some aim at helping crystallographers
approaching the problem from the experimental point of view while others originated
from theoretical methods, developed to predict protein structures in silico. The latter
mostly follows the paradigm that a native structure exhibits a nearly minimal total en-
ergy. Furthermore, in silico modeled structures do not provide any quality indication at
all, making it even harder for modelers and users to estimate their reliability. Structure
prediction pipelines like SWISS-MODEL [Arnold et al., 2006; Biasini et al., 2014] roughly
sculpture a structure and iteratively perform refinement cycles hoping to improve the ac-
curacy of the prediction. Thereby, various MQAPs like QMEAN [Benkert et al., 2009a,
2011, 2008, 2009b], ANOLEA [Melo et al., 1997; Melo and Feytmans, 1997, 1998] and
GROMOS [Oostenbrink et al., 2004] are consulted, indicating whether certain structural
modifications in the newest refinement cycles caused a desirable change in the overall
quality of the model or how reliable the final model is. This implies that a superior MQAP
can enhance current modeling strategies - not by directly performing predictions but by
serving as meta-predictor selecting native confirmations.
3.1 Verify3D
The 1991 established approach Verify3D originated from assumptions made concern-
ing the inverse folding problem known as finding suitable protein sequences for a given
structure [Bowie et al., 1991].
For each residue three values are assessed: the fraction of buried surface area of the
side chain, the fraction of polar groups or water adjacent to the side chain and the
local secondary structure. These values are then used to assign each residue an en-
vironment class, transforming the complex 3D structure into an easy to handle, one-
dimensional string of categories similar to a protein sequence. For example, there is
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a differentiation between buried, partially buried and exposed side chains concerning
their accessible surface area (ASA) as well as a further subdivision with respect to the
polarity of the environment. Every one of the 20 standard amino acids also has a certain
preference whether it occurs in a helix, sheet or coil region. Residues confronted with
uncommon environment get assigned low 3D-1D scores. Finally, the most favorable
combination of protein sequence and newly formed environment string is sought by a
dynamic programming alignment, called 3D compatibility search. Gaps are allowed and
even locally unfavorable combinations are tolerated as long as they are overcome by
high scoring regions [Bowie et al., 1991; Eisenberg et al., 1997].
The alignment score can finally be used to calculate a Z-score, expressing how many
SD is the observed alignment score above that of other sequences featuring a similar
length [Gribskov et al., 1990]. Values above 7 nearly always indicate the same general
fold as the structure represented by the profile. As a result, the authors claim to fuse
two distinct lines of protein science: sequence comparison and conformational energy
calculation using stereochemical and packing features of each residue. The method can
distinguish between correct and globally misfolded structures and is able to spot locally
erroneous regions [Bowie et al., 1991; Eisenberg et al., 1997]. It is also notable that
Verify3D is available for download whereas some MQAP are only accessible as Web
service, rendering them quite inconvenient when it comes to processing large amounts
of data.
3.2 PROCHECK
PROCHECK was published in 1992 and is considered a well-established, easy to use
MQAP, thus being utilized for protein structure assessment even nowadays. PROCHECK
aims at helping crystallographers finding common mistakes like mislabeled atoms or in-
correct L/D stereochemical labels which are automatically correct when calling the pro-
gram. Several PostScript plots summarize the results [Laskowski et al., 1993, 1996].
Similar to Verify3D certain preferences are determined and then used to check whether
the structure meets these expectations. While Verify3D uses the environment prefer-
ence of each amino acid, PROCHECK operates at atomic level assessing bond lengths
and angles as well as atom contacts. A set of small molecules [Engh and Huber, 1991]
was used to determine expected values and SD of bond lengths and angles occurring for
all heavy atoms of the protein backbone. When evaluating a structure, the difference be-
tween observation and expected value is computed and normalized by the SD. Residues
whose features aberrate more than 0.5 SD are labeled. Pairs of φ - and ψ-angles can
be assessed by the Ramachandran-Ramakrishnan-Sasisekharan-plot [Ramachandran
et al., 1963] - dihedral angles located in unfavorable or disallowed regions of the plots
indicate errors. Also identified are nonbonded interactions, being defined as the closest
contact between two residues which are less than 4 Å apart but feature a sequence
separation of more than four bonds [Laskowski et al., 1993, 1996].
The G-factor states how normal or close to the expected value a certain property is,
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when it is being compared to structures with a similar resolution. E.g. the Ramachandran-
plot was divided into 45 x 45 cells aiming at deriving the probability of a certain amino
acid exhibiting that particular combination of φ - and ψ-angles. G-factors are log-odds
derived from the distributions of stereochemical properties, whereby low values indicate
residues showing unfavorable behavior like disallowed dihedral angles. Because of the
nature of log-odds, it is possible to formulate meaningful averages of the residue-wise
values yielding a global predication [Laskowski et al., 1993, 1996]. A standalone version
can be downloaded, furthermore it is accessible via the PDBsum (http://www.ebi.
ac.uk/pdbsum/) [Laskowski, 2001].
3.3 VADAR
Both methods - Verify3D and PROCHECK - were combined by VADAR (volume, area,
dihedral angle reporter) in 2003. In total, 15 different tools were merged trying to meld
the best properties of all approaches [Willard, 2003].
Considered aspects include backbone and side chain torsion angles, observable sec-
ondary structure as well as propensity, ASA, hydrogen bond energies, solvation energy,
stereochemical features and Verify3D’s profiling approach. Quite unique is the inspec-
tion of excluded volume as calculated by the Voronoi polyhedra method of Richards
[Richards, 1977]. It represents the volume occupied by the amino acid’s atomic radii
as well as its nearest neighbors. The fractional volume normally takes values close to
1.0. However, values exceeding 1.2 indicate interior cavities, whereas such below 0.8
usually occur in compressed or poorly refined parts of the structure. All of the structural
parameters get finally combined to one score ranging from 0 to 9, whereby values drop-
ping below 5 mark problematic parts of the structure [Willard, 2003].
VADAR does not provide any form of composite score for global quality assessment.
However, the average of most contemplated features is provided, but it is up to the user
to compare them to annotated expected values [Chiche et al., 1990; Miller et al., 1987;
Morris et al., 1992; Richards, 1977] and derive a meaningful predication.
3.4 PROSESS
Seven years later, PROSESS (protein structure evaluation suite & server) got back to
VADAR’s reasoning of combining different existing tools in a useful manner - existing ap-
proaches were evaluated concerning their usefulness and whether they are in keeping
with the times. Over 100 measurement criteria were incorporated, some directly derived
from Verify3D, PROCHECK or VADAR [Berjanskii et al., 2010].
Notable is the support for raw experimental data such as NOE-based (nuclear Over-
hauser effect) distance restraints and NMR chemical shifts whose consistency with
the submitted structure can be tested. Furthermore, GeNMR [Berjanskii et al., 2009]
implements interaction and solvation energy terms and SuperPose [Maiti et al., 2004]
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searches for homologous structures and uses their evaluation to gain further informa-
tion. Usually, a run takes 3–5 minutes and presents the global and local assessment by
extensive use of graphs, charts, tables and color-coded as well as color-mapped struc-
ture images [Berjanskii et al., 2010].
PROSESS formulates six major quality categories: overall, covalent and geometric,
non-covalent/packing, torsion angle, chemical shift and NOE quality. Each term is com-
pared to a high-quality reference dataset by means of Z-scores, which are then scaled
to range from 0 to 10. Instead of simple averaging, a rather sophisticated weighting and
calibration scheme is applied to make the scores more sensitive when distinguishing
structures of consimilar quality [Berjanskii et al., 2010].
3.5 Mean Force Potentials in General
While the previous methods derive statistical preferences directly, it is also conceivable
to wrap the probability of a certain feature into an energetic term according to the inverse
Boltzmann’s law yielding so called potentials of mean force [Hendlich et al., 1990; Sippl,
1990, 1993a, 1995].
E( f ) =−kBT · lnPobs( f )Pre f ( f ) (3.1)
Thereby is Pobs( f ) the probability of the feature f derived from the set of structures,
whereas Pre f ( f ) indicates the probability of the reference state. kB denotes the Boltz-
mann constant and T the temperature [Li, 2013; Sippl, 1990]. There are energy models
or dedicated MQAP calculating contact energies between interacting residues or solva-
tion energies in dependency of residue’s accessibility. Interpretation as contact energy
is obvious since interactions within the protein also directly govern initial folding [An-
finsen, 1973]. Their individual realization differs, but all follow the hypothesis of native
proteins presenting minimal total energies. On residue level high potentials indicate
unfavorable states such as hydrophobic groups being exposed to the solvent [Benkert
et al., 2008; Heinke et al., 2013; Sippl, 1993a]. Even though the calculated values do
not resemble the actual physical values, their usefulness is proven [Jones et al., 1992;
Sippl, 1993a,b]. Knowledge-based mean force potentials (MFP) are proven in use when
it comes to threading and fold recognition [Jones et al., 1992; Sippl, 1993a], homology
modeling [Sippl, 1993b], molecular docking [Verkhivker et al., 1995] and last but not
least protein structure evaluation.
However, there are many ways to parameterize an energy model. What terms should be
considered? What dataset is used to derive the statistics? Which distance thresholds
decide whether two residues interact according to the model? Is a certain sequential
separation between residues demanded - e.g. residues have to be at least four indexes
in the protein sequence apart in order to be able to interact in the first place? Thus,
even though most energy models are derived from Sippl’s assumptions uttered in 1990
[Hendlich et al., 1990; Sippl, 1990], there is extreme variability in the exact implementa-
tion.
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3.6 ProSA
In contrast to previously mentioned MQAP, ProSA (protein structure analysis) follows a
completely different paradigm, postulating that local atom clashes or other trivial steric
principles are not as important as the correct arrangement of all residues in a holistic,
global manner when it comes to the protein’s 3D structure - local flaws can be compen-
sated by a correct tertiary structure in general [Domingues et al., 2000; Sippl, 1993b,
1995; Wiederstein and Sippl, 2007]. Each residue is represented by a energy value
describing its environment and how well it matches the amino acid’s preferences.
ProSA uses primarily Cα atoms to represent residues which is useful when dealing
with minimal structure models missing side chains or even Cβ atoms. However, in the
standalone-version also statistics for the Cβ representation exist which is suspected to
carry even more information. Interaction distances of 4 to 15 Å are considered, elimi-
nating both very close and too spacious contacts. The profile is finally smoothed over
a window size of 39 residues. The authors also mentioned that their approach was
designed for globular structures and though membrane proteins show similar behav-
ior, their predication is little understood [Domingues et al., 2000; Sippl, 1993b, 1995;
Wiederstein and Sippl, 2007].
To assess the global quality of a structure, again a Z-score is utilized, whereby the
observed energies are compared to an energy distribution obtained from random con-
formations [Sippl, 1993b, 1995]. Flawed models are pointed out by Z-scores away from
typical values. Since these depend on the protein size, a plot showing Z-scores of all
structures in the PDB is provided in order of comparability [Wiederstein and Sippl, 2007].
ProSA is available for download and as Web service.
3.7 ANOLEA
While ProSA chooses one atom for each residue to represent the group as good as pos-
sible, ANOLEA (atomic non-local environment assessment) established in 1997 deals
with each heavy atom individually. This should allow a more fine-grained view, espe-
cially since it eliminates the need to find a suitable representation for a residue, an as it
turns out avoidable procedure loosing a decent amount of information by simplifying too
much [Melo et al., 1997; Melo and Feytmans, 1997, 1998].
Unfortunately, by the more differentiated approach the number of observations for cer-
tain heavy atom types shrink, rendering the statistics unreliable. Therefore, 40 different
groups of atoms sharing physico-chemical properties were established. These depend
on their connectivity, chemical nature and whether they are side chain atoms or located
in the backbone. In this energy model, two residues interact in a non-local manner when
they are located closer than 7 Å and the residues are farther away than 11 residues in
the protein sequence or are part of different chains. The final energy of an amino acid
is the sum of the energy of all its atoms, averaged over a window of 5 residues [Melo
et al., 1997; Melo and Feytmans, 1997, 1998].
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The model’s total energy is then again used to form a Z-score based on the dataset
used for training. It shows a moderate correlation to the resolution of the structure. Very
high Z-scores occur for structures exhibiting an incorrect stereochemistry. Furthermore,
upon submitting a job to the Web server, a threshold for high-energy residues can be
specified. Energy values above the threshold are marked in the output and the fraction
of unfavorable high-energy residues is given as secondary global quality predication
[Melo et al., 1997; Melo and Feytmans, 1997, 1998].
3.8 QMEAN
In 2008, QMEAN (qualitative model energy analysis) was released which is a linear
combination of potentials, agreement terms, relative ASA and the ratio of unassigned
secondary structure using a window size of nine residues [Benkert et al., 2009a, 2011,
2008, 2009b].
Interaction, solvation and torsion energy terms are incorporated. Contact energies are
realized using an amino acid- and secondary structure-specific representation by Cβ
atoms. Contacting residues need to be at least 4 residues apart concerning the protein
sequence and a distance range of 3–15 Å with a bin size of 0.5 Å is used. The solvation
energy is similarly implemented using a sphere of 9 Å and processing the fraction of
found residues in this sphere divided by the maximum number observed in the dataset
used for training. Furthermore, the novel torsion energy calculated for 3 consecutive
amino acids helped further enhancing the quality of this approach. The agreement
values compare the ASA and secondary structure assigned by DSSP [Joosten et al.,
2011; Kabsch and Sander, 1983] and predictions of ACCpro [Pollastri et al., 2002] and
PSIPRED [McGuffin et al., 2000] solely based on the sequence - postulating contradic-
tions occur in unreliable parts of the protein. Among the here presented programs, only
QMEAN performs well on structures determinated by both experiment [Benkert et al.,
2008] and in silico modeling [Kryshtafovych et al., 2011]. Unmatched is the quality of
the visualization of the results as well as the usability of the server - supporting archives
containing sets of structures and a convenient option to assess the quality of multi-
ple chains. Major drawback (like when dealing with PROSESS) is a high computation
times of several minutes whereas other service are capable of almost instant response
[Benkert et al., 2009a, 2011, 2008, 2009b].
Last but not least, QMEAN also uses Z-scores to derive a statement on the global qual-
ity of a model. Both the contributing terms and the final QMEAN-score are compared to
high-resolution X-ray proteins of comparable size (± 10% the length of the query pro-
tein’s sequence). Remarkable is that two reference datasets are used, differentiating
between single chains and oligomeric assemblies. The higher the QMEAN Z-score, the
more reliable is the model [Benkert et al., 2011].
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3.9 Feature Comparison
Most MQAP use Z-scores for global assessment (Table 3.1) whereby some raw scores is
compared to scores obtained during training. Small proteins tend to exhibit lower overall
quality just because less stabilizing interactions can occur. Thus, global assessment
scores and even Z-scores depend on the size of a structure and Z-scores are often
calculated for proteins of comparable size only. PROCHECK uses log-odds but still
features a global quality score. PROSESS provides six categorical scores but lacks any
composite values summing up the results. Only VADAR does not provide any form of
global quality indicator.
Table 3.1: MQAP global properties
MQAP year paradigm global score
Verify3D 1991
compatibility between
structure and sequence Z-score
PROCHECK 1992
preference of
stereochemical features
log-odds
VADAR 2003
enhance existing tools by
ASA and energy terms
-
PROSESS 2010
reevaluate and combine
most useful existing tools
scaled categorical scores
ProSA 1990
knowledge-based
potential Z-score
ANOLEA 1997
knowledge-based
potential Z-score
QMEAN 2008
knowledge-based
potential
composite score, Z-score
On local level however the tools differ significantly more (Table 3.2). To define Ver-
ify3D’s environment classes, the ASA, the observable secondary structure and the oc-
currence of polar groups in direct neighborhood of each residue is esteemed. Contrary,
PROCHECK consults stereochemical properties like bond lengths and torsion angles
as well as a check for unfavorable non-bound atoms e.g. those who are located closer
than the sum of their Van der Waals radii. Verify3D and PROCHECK are complemen-
tary concerning the contemplated values making it reasonable for VADAR as well as
PROSESS to combine both approaches. Furthermore, they add energetic values for
observable hydrogen bonds and solvent interactions to their approach. Actually, PROS-
ESS also looks at residue-residue interaction energies, thus covering all of the afore
mentioned categories. ProSA and ANOLEA are solely energy models and do not refer
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to any other properties for their evaluation. However, their energy model is quite sophis-
ticated and well-documented, whereas that of VADAR and PROSESS is anything but
transparent as they provide no calculation rules or actual usable values in the output
files. This inaccessibility of energetic values contrasts the aim to reasonably cover all
categories during PROSESS’s design. QMEAN takes a mainly energetic point of view,
though also stating that trivial properties like the ASA and the fraction of loop around a
residue are important variables [Benkert et al., 2008]. The here presented methods are
Table 3.2: MQAP local assessment features
feature V
er
ify
3D
P
R
O
C
H
E
C
K
VA
D
A
R
P
R
O
S
E
S
S
P
ro
S
A
A
N
O
LE
A
Q
M
E
A
N
bond lengths & angles X X X
torsion angles X X X X
non-bound atom contacts X X X
polar groups in environment X X X
hydrogen-bond energy X X
solvation energy X X X X
interaction energy X X X X
accessible surface area X X X X
secondary structure X X X X
only a small fraction of the available tools. While the most common paradigms are cov-
ered, way more programs were developed. The quality of the afore mentioned MQAPs
was however stated on multiple independent sources, they are frequently used and rela-
tively easy accessible by automatable scripts. Worth mentioning is also the existence of
dedicated evaluation tools for DNA as well as RNA [Gendron et al., 2001] or the HETZE
program for hetero groups binding to proteins [Kleywegt and Jones, 1998]. On the other
hand, there are tools performing exceptionally well in the CASP environment, but they
are useless for everyday quality assessment tasks. Some are consensus methods,
combining knowledge from one entire CASP target, following the paradigm that com-
mon observations are likely correct. However, under normal circumstances one does
not have access to 500 models from a wide range of extremely versatile methodologies,
but instead much smaller sets at best [Kryshtafovych et al., 2014a]. So it is question-
able how useful such methods are even when they perform extraordinary well on this
particular data.
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3.10 Progress in the Field of MQAP
MQAP should be able to rank multiple models according to their global quality. And in
fact many existing tools are capable of arranging sets of models according to their global
reliability. But while it is feasible to directly compare the quality of multiple models with
each other, it is still hard to assess the global quality of only one model and to predict a
quality measure like the GDT individually, which then enables correct ranking of models
when ranked among other individually predicted values [Cozzetto et al., 2007]. Without
knowledge of other available models, global quality is still challenging even though de-
cent improvements were made recently [Kryshtafovych and Fidelis, 2009; Kryshtafovych
et al., 2011].
In contrast to that, the significance of quality assessment on residue level decrease over
past CASP-runs. However, that is not because contemplated tools worsen, but they did
not improve either while targets steadily increase in complexity. It is assumed that slight
modifications of existing tools will not result in any significant improvement. Some rev-
olutionary idea is necessary to significantly promote development [Kryshtafovych et al.,
2011]. Again, non-clustering methods struggle in comparison to consensus approaches
combining knowledge from multiple models [Kryshtafovych et al., 2014a].
Especially approaches dealing with single models are at a disadvantage but they are the
most important as they are virtually applicable for every model quality assessment prob-
lem [Kryshtafovych and Fidelis, 2009; Kryshtafovych et al., 2014a]. Meta-approaches
aim at combining knowledge derived from existing methodologies and merging their re-
sults into a single composite score e.g. by machine-learning techniques [Kryshtafovych
and Fidelis, 2009] or linear combination [Sadowski and Jones, 2007].
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4 Protein Energy Profiling
To approach the process of protein folding, the thermodynamic hypothesis was formu-
lated: proteins are to some degree self-organizing systems striving after minimal free
energy which promotes the folding process into the functional, native structure. Sci-
entists tried to derive a Hamiltonian function describing the process as function of in-
tramolecular interactions and the interplay with the solvent. Disagreement remains on
how far such a function can be simplified. Quantum chemistry is capable of approach-
ing the problem strictly bottom-up. However, there are still major limits regarding the
degree of realizable accuracy [Clementi, 2008; Sippl, 1993a]. In contrast, statistical
physics tend toward the problem top-down, utilizing observable potentials in known pro-
tein structures and applying this knowledge to approximate the energy of other protein
structures [Sippl, 1993a].
There are various ways to parametrize an energy model. However, none is perfect or
suitable for all tasks - they are merely models of reality. Thus, a bunch of energy models
was developed and studied, each exhibiting individual strengths and drawbacks. One
approach of this category are so-called energy profiles (EP) [Dressel, 2008; Heinke
et al., 2013; Heinke and Labudde, 2012].
4.1 Mathematical Principles
Each amino acid has a certain preference whether it tends to be buried in the hydropho-
bic core of the protein or rather be exposed to the solvent. In consequence, spacious,
hydrophobic amino acids result in energetically unfavorable states when they are forced
to interact with the polar solvent. The same goes for highly charged residues confronted
with unpolar environments. Differentiation for a residue i between being buried or lo-
cated inside and being exposed or outside is realized by
f (i) =
{
naa,buried ++ if ‖Cα,i− c‖< 5∨ (Cα,i−Cβ ,i)(Cα,i− c)< 0
naa,exposed ++ else
(4.1)
with c being the center of mass of all Cα atoms less than 5 Å away from i.
For both globular and α-helical membrane proteins, these preferences for each amino
acid were derived and based on the inverse Boltzmann principle. The pseudoenergy ei
of a residue i can be approximated by
ei =−kBT · ln naa,buriednaa,exposed (4.2)
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Figure 4.1: Intra-molecular occurring interactions - adapted from [Heinke and Labudde, 2012]
During calculation each individual residue of the protein is considered (blue). Sequentially close
(green) as well as spatially close residues from other parts of the protein (red) are found in the 8
Å sphere and contribute the residue’s energy value.
In this context kB and T are constants, thus they can be omitted. The total energy Ei of a
residue i embedded in a protein structure S is the sum of all pairwise pseudoenergies
Ei = ∑
j∈S\i
g(i, j)(ei+ e j) (4.3)
with the contact function g(i, j) being defined as
g(i, j) =
{
1 if
∥∥Cβ ,i−Cβ , j∥∥DE < 8
0 else
(4.4)
But residues do not only interact with the solvent, they are also in contact with other
residues within the structure. Thus, a potential e∗i j is defined
e∗i j =−ln
naai,aa j
faai faa jN
(4.5)
with naai,aa j being the number of observed contacts between the amino acid of i and j
in the training dataset. The relative frequency of the amino acids of i and j are referred
to as faai and faa j , N is the total number of interacting residues. However, it remains
unclear how to combine both values exactly. Thus, calculation of the contact energy was
implemented but both terms were kept separated, so that in fact two energy profiles can
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be computed - one containing solvation energies and a second one dealing with contact
energies.
In summary, the complex 3D arrangement of the protein’s residues is transformed to
an easy-to-handle, yet informative array of energy values [Dressel, 2008; Heinke et al.,
2013; Heinke and Labudde, 2012].
4.2 Energy Profile Suite
Major advantage in comparison with other energy models is the availability of an entire
toolbox called eProS (energy profile suite), for dealing with previously generated energy
profiles or even predicting them entirely based on the protein sequence as well as a
database of pre-calculated profiles for all PDB entries [Heinke et al., 2013].
eAlign is a pairwise alignment approach for energy profiles motivated by Needleman-
Wunsch [Needleman and Wunsch, 1970], Smith-Waterman [Smith and Waterman, 1981]
and the profiling approach which led to Verify3D [Bowie et al., 1991]. The significance
of an alignment is covered by the distance score (dScore), comparing the observed
alignment score to the optimal score as well as the average permutation score derived
by rearranging and realigning energy profiles [Heinke et al., 2013; Heinke and Labudde,
2012].
Similar to GOR’s secondary structure prediction methodology [Garnier et al., 1996;
Gibrat et al., 1987; Kloczkowski et al., 2002], eGOR aims at predicting discretized en-
ergy profiles based on protein sequences. In an information theory-based approach
certain compositions of neighboring residues can be linked to knowledge derived from
existing energy profiles [Heinke et al., 2013].
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5 Materials and Methods
The knowledge of existing MQAP should be combined with the energy profile approach
to create a novel protein structure evaluation methodology. It is known that the energy
profile approach assigns low energies to residues deeply embedded in the structure,
which indicates stability of this particular residue. In contrast, residues of coil regions
exposed to the solvent usually exhibit high energy values, implying unfavorable confor-
mations and high positional flexibility.
By comparing the predications of the existing tools on suitable datasets, concepts suc-
cessfully spotting errors could be extracted. In consequence, features of residues (de-
scriptors) were formulated, which served as indicators of the residue’s quality and stabil-
ity. This set of descriptors was finally used to perform a regression, trying to approximate
errors actually observed in structure models.
5.1 Creating Datasets
For further studies an independent dataset was created, aiming at representing high-
quality structures deposited at the PDB while not having any bias towards certain folds
or secondary structure elements. PDB-REPRDB [Noguchi, 2001] was used to create
a non-redundant dataset of globular structures with a resolution below 1 Å. Proteins
missing side chain coordinates, containing nucleic acids or non-standard amino acids
were excluded. Clustering took place for sequence identities above 30% or structural
similarity below 10 Å. 56 structures were finally selected.
Local installations of PROCHECK and ProSA were utilized while the remaining MQAPs
automatically received tasks by querying their web interface. Output files were collected,
parsed and their results arranged to match possible offset especially occurring for the
very first or last residues. However, 16 structures could not be processed by at least
one tool, mostly if they contain multiple chains, implying a quiet low reliability even when
dealing with well-formated obtained directly from the PDB.
In contrast to this dataset containing high-quality structures determined by experimental
methods, a second dataset was created representing theoretical models mostly pre-
dicted by homology modeling. All structures from CASP10 [Moult et al., 2014] were
used to represent models of potentially lower quality. However, the dataset contains
more than 40.000 models. Per target five models were selected randomly, though they
must have a GDT above 20 to ensure reasonable sequence coverage as well as qual-
ity. E.g. there are structures which are wholly unfolded, just being a linear chain of
amino acids. Not only superposition with the experimentally derived structures (Figure
5.1) enabled a global quality assessment in form of the GDT, the distance between all
corresponding residue pairs can be used as local quality measure. Deviation within the
protein core is minimal for good models. However, coil regions facing the solvent and
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Figure 5.1: Superposition of an experimentally derived structure and one corresponding model
Visualization of the PDB structure (teal) of CASP10 target T0644 aligned by PyMOL with the
predicted model T0644TS024_1 (green). Especially regions exhibiting an ordered secondary
structure are located at similar positions in both structures while coil compartments tend to devi-
ate in their coordinates. The distance between equivalent atoms was used to quantify the error
of the model at that position.
lacking stabilizing interactions tend to be modeled with less certainty, resulting in greater
distances between residue pairs. Distances were limited to 15 Å as greater values add
insignificant information but evoke significant difficulties during training [Kryshtafovych
et al., 2011]. These data were later on used as foundation to design the global and
local quality assessment methodologies which should in the end be able to predict the
occurring deviation between corresponding atoms based solely on the presented model
without knowledge of the experimentally determined structure.
The strategy was adopted for the CASP9 run [Moult et al., 2011], creating a dataset that
can be used for evaluation of the trained model on a set of proteins whose fold is not
definitely part of the training dataset.
5.2 Extension of BioJava
Implementation was solely done in Java, using as many existing libraries as possible.
Especially BioJava [Holland et al., 2008; Prlic et al., 2012] proved useful due to excellent
capabilities, when it comes to the initial parsing of PDB files and as a scaffold to develop
necessary data structures. BioJava uses Structure objects to represent e.g. proteins
which consist of one or more Chains, itself containing the actual residues represented
as Groups. Each group features an individual property-map which enables the user to
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store virtually any data directly linked to a certain residue. The property-map is a Map
associated to each Group, making arbitrary Objects storable and allow the user to re-
trieve them by a defined key. Thereby, calculated energy values, residue descriptors as
well as the observed deviation from the native structure could be stored. This data struc-
ture facilitated e.g. the computation of correlations between stored values and ensured
that parsed or calculated values were linked to the correct residue. Last but not least,
individual Groups could be fetched and handed to certain functions which then used the
stored values to compute new values and add the result itself to the property-map.
As values in the Map vary in their value range, they are not directly comparable. How-
ever, they can be standardized by Z-scores. This results in a centering of all values
around 0 and values deviating from the expected value are scaled by the number of
SD they differ from that value. By a Java class, values can be normalized by Z-scores
or with the knowledge of minimum and maximum values, preparing them for further
processing. All entries of the property-map of a structure can be smoothed by a flexible
window size N, which results in sequentially neighbored residues influencing each other
in their values. A bell-shaped curve was implemented, resulting in the central residue
having the biggest weight wi while the influence of marginal ones vanishes.
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While BioJava provides the property-map on residue-level, the Structure interface lacks
this feature, rendering the storage of global values cumbersome. Thus, the wrapper
class Protein was set up, accommodating exactly one structure while providing an ana-
logue of the property-map as well as implementing the Serializable and Comparable
interface which will prove useful later on.
Furthermore, several classes were created, which provide commonly used functions.
E.g., one method performs the frequent, yet time-consuming cast of multiple variables
stored in a List to an array of values. This was needed as the used statistics library
StatUtils only processes double arrays. Others functions help copying files as well as
compressing or extracting archives.
Last but not least, StructureIOHandler writes comma-separated values (CSV) files con-
taining residue-wise values of specified properties. JFreeChart can be used to show
line graphs directly or call overloaded functions to save the plots in PNG (portable net-
work graphics) or SVG (scalable vector graphics) format to the file system. For three-
dimensional visualization, a local PyMOL installation can be called and the user can
execute any PyMOL command directly from a Java program. A function generates a
PDB file by manipulating the column of the B-factor to contain one specified property.
These files can then be parsed by PyMOL and it is possible to render high-resolution
photos fit for publication automatically - e.g. visualizing a certain feature by exploiting
the B-factor coloring.
All in all, a library evolved which made BioJava more convenient to use and add features
necessary for upcoming tasks.
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Based on this, the EProfile class was rewritten, now adding all values arising during
computation as well as the final solvation and contact energy values to the property-map
of each residue of a structure. Support for custom representation schemes was added,
determining whether to represent residues by their Cα atom, Cβ atom, the last heavy
atom of the side chain or the centroid of all atoms. Individual interaction distances can
be specified and the necessary sequence separation can also be manipulated - default
values are used for all energy calculations though.
For each mentioned MQAP a class was created to evaluate a PDB file by the according
Web service or local installation and to receive the corresponding output file as well as
to parse said file later on and add all information to the property-map of the appropriate
residue.
Correlations were calculated between quantities computed by the MQAP, values of the
energy profile approach and errors on residue-level which are assessed by the distance
between equivalent atom pairs for single models of the CASP datasets. Line plots as
well as colored PDB structures facilitated further studying coherences.
5.3 Training of the Evaluation Model
The GDT of each models is included in the CASP data as global evaluation measure
and should be predicted with help of several global descriptors of the protein structure.
On residue level, the distance between pairs of corresponding atoms should be fore-
cast. As for now, both approaches are decoupled, but it would be possible to use the
global assessment for more precise local quality values and vice versa.
Several features were defined which showed weak to mediocre correlations to the val-
ues to be approximated. For the local quality assessment the solvation and contact
energies from the energy profile model were included. Furthermore, for each residue
the number of long-range interactions was counted, which were defined as two residues
being less than 10 Å apart but exhibiting a sequence separation of more than 8 posi-
tions. They were more closely assessed in form of amino acid-specific Z-scores, since
each type of amino acid has a preference about the degree of fullness of its environ-
ment. Residues with a prejudicial Z-score below -0.5 were labeled as bad, whereas
such with laudable scores exceeding +0.5 were labeled as good. Both numbers of other
residues within a 10 Å sphere showing either label were computed. In accordance to
QMEAN’s approach [Benkert et al., 2011, 2008], the agreement between the by eGOR
predicted and the actually computed, yet discretized energy profile was regarded by a
boolean variable. Inspired by QMEAN, the relative ASA (divided the amino acid-specific
maximum) and the loop fraction were also used as features. DSSP [Joosten et al.,
2011; Kabsch and Sander, 1983] was used for calculation of the raw ASA values and
to assign the secondary structure. The raw value of the loop fraction was 0 if a regular
secondary structure element, in form of 310-, α-, Π-helix, beta sheet or bulge is present
at this particular position, and else is 1. All features were smoothed by the previously
described bell-shaped weighting rule and a windows size of 9, both the solvation and
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contact energy term were kept also as raw values though, preventing the loss of too
much information on residue level by smoothing. Thresholds for the Z-scores or the
distance cutoff for long-range interactions where determined by varying said values to
maximize their Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient regarding the distance between
equivalent atom pairs.
Roughly the same values were used as global descriptors of the structure. The aver-
age values for the solvation energy, number of long-range interactions, good and bad
labeled residues, ASA, loop fraction and agreement between eGOR prediction and the
calculated energy profile were utilized. However, all contact energy terms were summed
up and divided by the square of the number of observed contacts within the structure.
Last but not least, the dScore further characterized the agreement between both energy
profiles on a global level. These features should now be used to predict the parsed GDT
of each structure in the CASP10 dataset as global quality measure. Furthermore, all
protein contained in the dataset of high-resolution structures and all experimentally de-
termined structures of the CASP targets were included and their GDT was set to 100.0
as they are in fact the native structure.
The Weka framework [Frank et al., 2004; Hall et al., 2009; Holmes et al., 1994] was
utilized for inspection of the data and training of the assessment models. The random
subspace method [Bryll et al., 2003; Ho, 1998] was chosen to realize the regression
since it outperformed other techniques such as linear regression models, neural nets
and conventional decision trees. The random subspace method randomly trims the ini-
tial feature space, creating a set of subspaces including a varying selection of features.
For each subspace a classifier is individually trained and their predictions are combined
e.g. by majority voting to obtain the final classification. Due to reduced dimensionality in
the subspace even small sample sizes enable successful learning. On the other hand
redundant features are eliminated [Panov and Dzeroski, 2007].
In both cases 10-fold cross-validation was employed, the subspace size was set to 0.9
and 200 iterations were done, resulting in a correlation coefficient of 0.87 for the global
assessment and 0.52 for the local quality prediction. This resulted in two serialized mod-
els for local and global assessment respectively. Since the model files are several MB
in size, their deserialization is realized by a static singleton ensuring that the models are
only loaded once, even when facing concurrent or subsequent method calls. Two Java
classes wrap the models and contain a method which hands all necessary data to the
Weka models and assigns the local error to the property-map of the currently processed
residue and global score to the structure respectively.
5.4 Deployment as Web Service
CAMEO (continuous automated model evaluation) is somewhat similar to CASP since
it aims at assessing the quality of protein modeling approaches. However, participating
teams do not have to submit their models to CAMEO, but provide a pipeline which is
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then automatically queried when new targets emerge. Just like CASP, CAMEO does
not strictly focus on the modeling category, but also pays attention to adjacent fields
like ligand binding and model quality estimation. So I opted for developing a draft of
a Web service to potentially participate and compare the quality of the here discussed
approach with other state of the art methods.
Figure 5.2: Sample output for 1IXB
Each protein is described briefly by its PDB title. The global evaluation scores are accessible
as numerical values and visualized by the scatter plot of all predictions. The local quality is
presented as line plot and as colored structure rendered by PyMOL. By the chain selector in
the upper right corner, the quality of individual chains can be inspected closely as figures will be
replaced with the specified ones using jQuery to modify several CSS attributes. Certain subsets
of the produced files can be downloaded.
Eclipse IDE for Java EE Developers was used to set up a Web service using JavaServer
Pages (JSP) utilizing Apache Tomcat. The JSP provides the basic page structure featur-
ing a form which allows the user to submit a file to the server. In the back-end a servlet
handles the file upload and creates an instance of the surprisingly appropriate named
Job class which stores information the user submitted while also being the vehicle to
serialize all necessary data and making previous jobs retrievable by a link. Therefore,
a universally unique identifier (UUID) allocated to each Job. Whether a single PDB file
or an archive containing multiple structures was uploaded, is detected and any archive
file is decompressed and unpacked. For each detected PDB file, the energy profile is
calculated and several subroutines gather data which is needed to locally and globally
evaluate the structure by the trained models - e.g. the secondary structure annotation
by DSSP. A CSV file is created, containing the local error of each residue as well as
all data which led to this score and some basic information in form of residue number,
amino acid and annotated secondary structure. Chain-specifically, the local error plots
are rendered by JFreeChart and the residue-wise error within the structure is visualized
by PyMOL - again exploiting the B-factor coloring (Figure 5.2). The global assessment is
presented by a scatter plot containing all predictions on the set used for training plotted
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against the protein size; this enables the user to interpret the global assessment since
this score strongly depends on the number of residues. To address this dependency, the
score is also presented as Z-score, whereby it is compared to all other structures from
the training dataset which have a size of ±10%. Subsets as well as all created files are
packed and compressed as archive files to create a convenient way of downloading all
results. Finally, the Job instance is serialized to the file system and the user’s browser
is redirected to the result page.
For each Protein entry in the deserialized Job a container is created: stating filename,
the structure’s title from the PDB header, the global assessment scatter plot and both
local deviation images for the first chain. A small JavaScript for chain selection imple-
ments the possibility to cycle through multiple chains (if present), replacing all plots with
that of the chain the user is interested in. When multiple structures were processed,
the Comparable interface allows sorting by the predicted global assessment Z-score,
that way the highest quality model is displayed first and the reliability subsequently de-
creases when scrolling down.
It is also notable, that the routines realizing the local as well as global quality assessment
are completely uncoupled from other back-end functionality, such as the energy profile
calculation and generation of the output plots and figures or the front-end delivering
the Web pages. Thus, all parts are interchangeable, a better trained model can be
seamlessly deployed to the Web service. It is even imaginable to give the user the
option of choosing among several different quality assessment routines.
5.5 Calculation of Consensus Energy Profiles
Several well-performing modeling pipelines or MQAP are clustering methods combin-
ing features of a preferably huge number of models, varying in quality. They use their
diversity to formulate the consensus following the assumptions that often made predic-
tions are likely to be correct. They can model protein structures or assess their quality
by function as meta-predictors: e.g. some query a number of established modeling
pipelines and retrieve their prediction and then use the combined knowledge of all other
methods to make their own sophisticated prediction [Kryshtafovych et al., 2014a].
Is the same strategy applicable for energy profiles? Can a number of energy profiles
originating from modeled structures be used to predict the profile of the native struc-
ture? Therefore, energy profiles will be computed, arranged and the mean energy at
each position yields the consensus energy profile. The usefulness of the strategy was
finally tested on the CASP10 dataset, whereby all models were used to calculate the
consensus profile, and on the other side eGOR was used to predict the energy profile
based on the sequence of the native structure. Both profiles were finally compared with
the one computed, directly using the native structure and the distance was measured
using the dScore.
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6 Results
The mentioned MQAP were compared in their predications. Interesting factors are also
the initial correlations of residue descriptors and how the model performed when com-
pared to the existing methods. Furthermore, it should be able to perform equivalently
well on independent datasets.
6.1 Correlations between CASP10 Data and Local
Residue Descriptors
The downsized CASP10 dataset was analyzed by checking how well the several previ-
ously formulated residue features correlate with the distance between equivalent atom
pairs. High correlations make any regression based on them more easy and reliable.
At first glance weak to moderate correlations can be observed (Table 6.1). All but the
Table 6.1: Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient for the EP-based approach on the CASP10
dataset
feature correlation to Cα -Cα distance
solvation energy 0.35
solvation energy raw 0.22
contact energy 0.25
contact energy raw 0.13
interactions -0.37
good interactions 0.31
bad interactions -0.37
relative ASA 0.38
loop fraction 0.24
energy profile agreement -0.13
EP-based composite score 0.60
values denoted as raw are smoothed by the bell-shaped weighting rule over a window
size of 9, since this strategy improved the correlations significantly. Despite the loss
of information on a particular residue, data from the surrounding residues is incorpo-
rated. Regarding the energy values, smoothing almost doubles the Spearman values,
especially the solvation energy term correlates moderately with the Cα -Cα distance of
atom pairs of the superimposed structures of the CASP10 dataset. The number of
long-range interactions and the number of residues in the environment falling below the
threshold exhibit values of -0.37, but it is to be suspected that all three interaction values
cover more or less the same informational content. As proposed by QMEAN’s literature
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Table 6.2: Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient for QMEAN
feature correlation to Cα -Cα distance
Cβ interaction energy 0.23
short-range Cβ interaction energy 0.14
all atom interaction energy 0.27
short-range all atom interaction energy 0.32
torsion energy 0.17
solvation energy 0.18
relative ASA 0.38
loop fraction 0.24
SSE agreement -0.19
ACC agreement -0.32
QMEAN composite score 0.49
[Benkert et al., 2011, 2008] the relative ASA and loop fraction are quite trivial features
but correlate fairly well with the value to be approximated and therefore were adapted for
the EP-based approach. The agreement term between the observed discretized energy
profile and the prediction by eGOR does not seem to correlate exceptionally well, but in
fact it adds essential information to the model which was not covered by other features.
Omitting this descriptor results in lower overall quality of any trained model.
The combination of all values by the random subspace yields a regression coefficient of
0.60 which is a decent values and does not seem improvable by a big margin with the
current knowledge [Kryshtafovych et al., 2014a].
QMEAN was studied in more detail (Table 6.2), as it is exceptionally well documented
and its output provides not only the final score but also all terms leading to that exact
result, making it quite easy to spot beneficial residue descriptors and understand its
strategy better. Overall QMEAN’s energy terms correlate slightly worse than that for-
mulated by the energy profile approach. QMEAN’s solvation energy term reaches a
value of 0.18, whereas the energy profile one amounts 0.35, implying an overall better
designed model for interactions with the solvent. In terms of the contact or interaction
energies QMEAN outperforms the term calculated by the energy profile. As mentioned,
QMEAN’s calculation for the relative ASA and loop fraction was implemented in the
EP-based approach, resulting in the values being nearly the same, thus showing the
same correlation coefficients for both MQAP. QMEAN’s agreement terms for the pre-
dicted secondary structure as well as ASA correlate with -0.19 and -0.32 respectively,
and adding these features to the regression by the random subspace method improved
the results slightly. However, integrating these values would also mean adding further
dependencies on the prediction algorithms (namely ACCpro [Pollastri et al., 2002] and
PSIPRED [McGuffin et al., 2000]) to the project and therefore I opted to ignore them for
now. A regression combining all features of both approaches, exhibits a correlation co-
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efficient of 0.65, implying that even though the EP-based approach was inspired heavily
by QMEAN’s methodology and they share much common ground, they cover diverse
features and spot varying problems in protein structures.
The composite score yielded by linear combination of the single features shows a coef-
ficient of 0.49, a lower than the one of the EP-based approach. However, the EP-based
approach was designed and trained directly on this very dataset, meaning there is a
huge bias towards the EP-based approach. In fact it also states that QMEAN was capa-
ble of generalizing its derived knowledge and making it applicable for other problems.
Both methods share a Spearman value of 0.71 for this particular dataset, attesting
strong similarity.
6.2 Comparison of the MQAP
The local evaluation from all MQAP was computed for the dataset of high-resolution
structures, arranged and correlations among them were quantified using Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient (Table 6.3).
Mostly, vanishing Spearman values close to 0 can be observed. Weak correlations of
Table 6.3: MQAP local evaluation correlation matrix
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Verify3D -0.02 0.20 -0.03 0.02 -0.18 -0.28 -0.33
PROCHECK -0.10 0.26 0.01 0.02 0.09 0.09
VADAR -0.16 -0.17 0.11 -0.06 0.01
PROSESS 0.03 0.12 0.17 0.16
ProSA -0.02 0.14 0.03
ANOLEA 0.62 0.62
QMEAN 0.69
EP-based
0.20 can be spotted for the pairs of Verify3D and VADAR as well as 0.26 for PROCHECK
and PROSESS. Verify3D’s profiling approach shares a correlation coefficient of -0.28
with QMEAN and -0.33 with the EP-based approach respectively.
One would suspect rather strong correlations between similar approaches like the KBP
or methodologies combining previously existing tools. However, a coefficient so close
to 0 indicates contradictory statements, which is quite surprising as one would ponder
to find at least some common ground when assessing the structural quality of residues.
As Verify3D is directly part of VADAR and PROSESS is VADAR’s successor, values
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around 0.2 are achieved. To the same effect, Verify3D and PROSESS should exhibit
at least some weak accordance. Why ANOLEA and QMEAN are that congruent in
their assessment remains unclear; both are potentials of mean force, but nevertheless
ANOLEA uses individual atoms to assign energy values whereas QMEAN considers
whole residues. When these both tools are that similar, they should also correlate to
ProSA - their mutual foundation. In general, ProSA shows outright low similarity to other
methods. When summing up the single values for each MQAP, the QMEAN shows the
biggest overall correlation towards all competitors, implying it is closest to the consensus
predication of all methods.
Interestingly, the dataset of high-resolution structures also contains examples of protein
disorder, enabling precise studying of the peculiar regions and giving a chance to com-
pare MQAP on everyday tasks. Since the tools use various value ranges to quantify
their assessment, Z-scores were used to standardize the data. Furthermore, regard-
ing Verify3D and VADAR high scores indicate high quality, while for all other tools high
scores indicate low reliability. Z-scores were calculated using observed values from the
dataset of high-resolution structures. The consensus predication was derived by calcu-
lating the mean Z-score among all established MQAP (but not the EP-based approach).
All results were visually inspected by rendering the structures in PyMOL while applying
B-factor coloring according to the evaluation Z-score of a particular residue. A color
range from red (2 or more SD worse than the expected value) to blue (2 or more SD
better) was chosen.
Calmodulin (1EXR) was one of the structures which were inspected more closely: it
binds to over 100 targets and is a major player in many cellular processes by acting
as a secondary messenger. E.g. it is bound to Actin mediating contractions of smooth
muscle tissue. The high flexibility and plasticity of 36 residues located in the linker helix
connecting four Ca2+ binding sites are crucial in mediating the protein’s function (Figure
6.1). Many different conformations can be observed depending on the present bind-
ing partner [Kovalevskaya et al., 2013; Wilson and Brunger, 2000]. In fact, the exact
orientation of both domains is almost random in solution and furthermore, methionine
residues governing interactions with other molecules also show decent disorder [Chou
et al., 2001].
Because of the high disorder in the linker region, it is prone to high predicted uncer-
tainty among MQAP (Figure 6.2). Visual inspection shows that Verify3D, PROCHECK,
QMEAN and the EP-based approach evaluate the suspicious region as unreliable. Ver-
ify3D tends to get negligent when the linker sequence merges into the more ordered
parts of the protein. Futhermore, Verify3D as well as the EP-based approach evaluate
regions in the Ca2+ binding domains in the same fashion as the linker helix, especially
when said regions are exposed to the solvent. VADAR, PROSESS, ProSA and ANOLEA
do not characterize the linker region and the Ca2+ binding EF-hands differently, in fact
they all show little variance in its assessment along the sequence overall. They differ
in the average quality they assign to the protein, but overall they do not draw attention
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(a) Cartoon with B-factor coloring (b) Thermal ellipsoids [Wilson and
Brunger, 2000]
Figure 6.1: Structure visualization for Calmodulin (1EXR)
(a) 1EXR binds Ca2+ ions (ochre spheres) and features a linker helix of high disorder which
connect both ion binding domains. Temperature factors were visualized using a range from 5
(blue) to 25 Å2 (red). (b) The ellipsoids characterize the position of Cα atoms at 90% probability
level. Large deviations occur in the central helix, the hydrophobic binding sites and the termini
[Wilson and Brunger, 2000]. MQAP should be able to spot the peculiar regions exhibiting high
B-factors.
to the linker helix. Neither of them captures the ambivalent properties of the structure.
Even though four tools exhibit a quite constant assessment and the other tools evaluate
the linker helix worse than the rest of the protein, combining all scores by a Z-scores
leads to an assignment of overall bad quality. The partially successful differentiation
between both protein parts is lost. Due to the nature of energy-based approaches to
be depended on the protein size, smaller structure get punished unjustifiably and the
assessment of all but ProSA results in being rather unflattering.
Xylose Isomerase (1MUW) is also notable, an enzyme promoting the conversion of sev-
eral aldose and ketose sugars. Obviously, it is an essential part of the sugar metabolism,
and furthermore of industrial interest for the production of high fructose corn syrup. The
protein was studied in conjunction with glucose (1S5M) and xylitol (1S5N) and one Mn2+
ion adopts different positions depending on the substrate located in the active site. In
consequence side chains involved in metal ion coordination are prone to some disor-
der as well, but in total the TIM barrel region appears well-ordered. Furthermore, the
top loop in the foreground (residues 22-27) and a major part of the upper right α-helix
(residues 60-80) feature significant directional displacement (Figure 6.3) [Fenn et al.,
2004].
Verify3D labels especially the isolated part as unreliable. However, the distorted coil
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(a) Verify3D (b) PROCHECK (c) VADAR
(d) PROSESS (e) Mean Z-score (f) ProSA
(g) ANOLEA (h) QMEAN (i) EP-based
Figure 6.2: Local evaluation for Calmodulin (1EXR)
1EXR’s central linker helix shows exceptionally high flexibility over 36 residues [Wilson and
Brunger, 2000]. The output of each MQAP was standardized by Z-scores, since the tools use
varying ranges and regarding Verify3D and VADAR, high scores indicate high quality. Further-
more, the mean predication of all MQAP was computed by averaging all their standardized val-
ues. For coloring, a range from -2.0 (blue, better quality than average) to +2.0 SD (red, worse)
was applied. Verify3D, PROCHECK, QMEAN and the EP-based model evaluate the peculiar
part as low quality, although only PROCHECK can reliably distinguish the linker region and the
Ca2+ binding parts.
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(a) Cartoon with B-factor coloring (b) Thermal ellipsoids [Fenn et al., 2004]
Figure 6.3: Structure visualization for Xylose Isomerase (1MUW)
(a) 1MUW converts aldose and ketose sugars. The silver spheres represent catalytically active
Mn2+ ions embedded in a TIM barrel. Temperature factors were visualized using a range from 5
(blue) to 20 Å2 (red) [Fenn et al., 2004]. (b) The ellipsoids characterize the position of Cα atoms
at 50% probability level. Large deviations occur in the exposed, isolated region in the lower left,
the termini and the helix in the top right of the figure [Fenn et al., 2004]. MQAP should be able
to spot the peculiar regions exhibiting high B-factors.
and helix are evaluated similar to the rest of the TIM barrel. Even though PROCHECK
dealt exceptionally well with the previous task, this time it cannot point out the peculiar
parts of the protein. Similar behavior also shows PROSESS and, yet again, the vari-
ance of the assigned scores is low. However, the disordered coil and helix as well as
the isolated chain fragment exhibit slightly worse scores. Just like Verify3D, VADAR is
capable of spotting problems in the region in the bottom left of the structure but misses
the other suspicious fragments. Again ProSA fails to spot the suspicious parts or to
distinguish residues exposed to the solvent and such buried in the hydrophobic core of
the protein, the whole assessment is checkered and seems quite random. Last but not
least, ANOLEA, QMEAN and the EP-based approach manage to spot the protein parts
with high fluctuation and simultaneously attest the substantial quality of the TIM barrel.
Their exact assessment differs slightly though. While the previous Z-score analysis for
1EXR showed overall unfavorable predications of the MQAP, this time the structure is
evaluated overall as relatively good. The tools are in accordance and assign bad quality
measures to the disordered helix as well as the part located far away from the main
part of the protein. Furthermore, the termini plus several coil regions facing the solvent
receive unflattering scores.
The global predications of the MQAP could not be reasonably compared since VADAR
does not provide any composite score and according to literature Verify3D provides a
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(a) Verify3D (b) PROCHECK (c) VADAR
(d) PROSESS (e) Mean Z-score (f) ProSA
(g) ANOLEA (h) QMEAN (i) EP-based
Figure 6.4: Local evaluation for Xylose Isomerase (1MUW)
1MUW features a disordered helix in the upper right and an isolated region located away from
the main part of the protein. The output of each MQAP was standardized by Z-scores, since
the MQAP use varying ranges and regarding Verify3D and VADAR, high scores indicate high
quality. Furthermore, the mean predication of all MQAP was computed by averaging all their
standardized values. For coloring, a range from -2.0 (blue, better quality than average) to +2.0
SD (red, worse) was applied. Verify3D, QMEAN and the EP-based model successfully label the
peculiar parts as unreliable.
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global score but in fact it is not part of the Web service’s output.
6.3 Performance on CASP Datasets
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient shared by the actual GDT and the one predicted
based on the model amounts 0.91 for the CASP10 dataset. Normalizing by the Z-score
regarding proteins of similar size results in a slight decrease of the correlation coefficient
to 0.90.
Visual inspection of some randomly chosen CASP10 models for target T0645 (Figure
6.5) indicates that the trained model is in agreement with the actual present error of
each residue roughly all the time. There is a periodical alternation between regions with
minimal deviations and parts where the model contains significant errors of more than
5 Å.
Table 6.4: Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient for the EP-based approach on the CASP9
dataset
feature correlation to Cα -Cα distance
solvation energy 0.38
solvation energy raw 0.22
contact energy 0.23
contact energy raw 0.09
interactions -0.36
good interactions 0.25
bad interactions -0.37
relative ASA 0.41
loop fraction 0.32
energy profile agreement -0.21
EP-based composite score 0.47
The CASP9 dataset was used to assess the method’s quality with protein structures
which were not part of the dataset used for training. Even though not all models were
used for training, all structures share a common fold especially as only somewhat simi-
lar models were selected due to the exclusion of models with a GDT below 20.
All in all, the EP-based approach performs worse on this (again downsized) dataset
(Figure 6.4). Overall, the Spearman value amounts for 0.47 and almost all contribut-
ing residue descriptors exhibit correlation coefficients close to the ones calculated for
the CASP10 dataset, indicating that the model is not capable of generalizing absolutely
unbiased even though the informational content of the chosen features is almost the
same. Only the loop fraction and the agreement term between the calculated energy
profile and the prediction based on the protein sequence show stronger correlations.
The mean loop fraction is with a value of 0.47 marginal higher than the one for the
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CASP10 dataset, accounting for 0.44 - indicating that the structures part of the CASP9
run contain more coil in general, which will probably result in less correct structure pre-
dictions as well as lower attested quality. That is in fact the case as the average local
evaluation is 4.08 and 3.75 for the CASP9 and CASP10 dataset. Usually, targets hard to
model are also hard to evaluate precisely. Remarkable is also that QMEAN is not able
to return results for all submitted models and in consequence models with missing data
were excluded from the analysis. Interestingly, the EP-based approach performs even
worse when considering all models and the correlation coefficient to theCα -Cα distance
drops to a value of 0.40. Possibly, QMEAN performs way worse on the models for which
no results were returned too.
For sakes of comparability, the correlations of the residue descriptors used by QMEAN
were inspected in detail again (Table 6.5). Especially the terms for the Cβ interaction
energy as well as the one for all atoms show an increase of their correlation coefficients
of more than 0.1. In contrast to the better correlation of the EP-based energy profile
agreement term, QMEAN agreement features cannot capture the quality of a residue as
well as before. The observations for the relative ASA and loop fraction are again similar
to the values of the EP-based approach. Overall, QMEAN performs slightly better com-
pared to the CASP10 dataset, in direct comparison QMEAN manages to outperform the
EP-based approach, even though the Spearman values of the composite scores are ap-
proximately the same magnitude. It also remarkable that QMEAN is in fact only a trivial
linear combination of the values of its residue descriptors, while the EP-based approach
uses a quite sophisticated machine-learning approach.
The predicted GDT and Z-score of the global quality assessment strategy correlates
Table 6.5: Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient for QMEAN on the CASP9 dataset
feature correlation to Cα -Cα distance
Cβ interaction energy 0.33
short-range Cβ interaction energy 0.17
all atom interaction energy 0.40
short-range all atom interaction energy 0.17
torsion energy 0.13
solvation energy 0.21
relative ASA 0.43
loop fraction 0.34
SSE agreement -0.17
ACC agreement -0.24
QMEAN composite score 0.53
with 0.46, respectively 0.44, to the actual GDT of the structure alignments. The corre-
lation coefficients are almost halved, implying lessened abilities of the model to predict
the global quality of protein targets which were not used for training.
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(a) T0645TS035_4 (b) T0645TS114_2 (c) T0645TS115_3
(d) T0645TS222_3 (e) T0645TS277_1 (f) T0645TS330_2
(g) T0645TS335_1 (h) T0645TS343_1 (i) T0645TS375_1
(j) T0645TS411_5 (k) T0645TS486_1 (l) T0645TS498_1
Figure 6.5: Variety of evaluations for CASP10 target T0645
12 models were selected randomly for target T0645 (PDB: 4F7A). The observed Cα -Cα dis-
tance (blue) as well as the by the EP-based model predicted deviations (red) are plotted for
each residue of the protein. The EP-based evaluation approach is able to predict the real devi-
ations roughly correct and also uses the appropriate value range - meaning extraordinarily high
distances get assigned extraordinarily high predictions. However, closer inspection shows minor
differences for particular models such as g (T0645TS335_1) or k (T0645TS486_1). In general,
the EP-based model tends to overestimate the real error slightly. Potentially up to 5 of the shown
models could also be part of the downsized dataset used for training, but the behavior could be
generalized and the EP-based approach can also handle models not part of the training dataset
appropriately.
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(a) T0515TS028_2 (b) T0515TS047_1 (c) T0515TS094_3
(d) T0515TS103_3 (e) T0515TS117_2 (f) T0515TS129_5
(g)T0515TS291_3 (h) T0515TS304_5 (i) T0515TS395_4
(j) T0515TS409_5 (k) T0515TS481_2 (l) T0515TS484_4
Figure 6.6: Variety of evaluations for CASP9 target T0515
12 models were selected randomly for target T0515 (PDB: 3MT1), whose fold not covered by the
CASP10 dataset. The observed Cα -Cα distance (blue) as well as the by the EP-based model
predicted deviations (red) are plotted for each residue of the protein. Again, the plots exhibit
the typical pattern of regions of small error followed by protein parts of lower quality and vice
versa. However, the model has a hard time estimating the occurring distances correctly, e.g.
the actual deviations are assessed false for models b T0515TS047_1 and c T0515TS094_3. In
particular, the distances for the residues 200-230 are correctly approximated most of the time.
The C-terminus is prone to serious deviations in both the aligned structures as well as regarding
the prediction of the model. In summary, the approach can estimate the quality of individual
residues of models, even when their fold was not presented during training.
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Besides the numerical analysis of the predications of the EP-based model, they were
also visually inspected for one target of the dataset. It was mandatory that the target
could be considered an easy target which was overall well modeled, as it is pretty point-
less to assess the local quality of a structure when the whole model is false and there are
no minor errors to spot, but one large. Figure 6.5 shows the local error plots for target
T0645 (PDB: 47FA). Usually, the local error plot of a protein chain periodically changes
between parts of high quality and such exhibiting huge deviations regarding theirCα -Cα
distance. Unreliable regions are mostly located in coil regions between ordered sec-
ondary structure elements, which are exposed to the solvent. Thus, these parts of the
protein enjoy a higher degree of freedom and are more flexible regarding their exact
position. In consequence, structure alignments of proteins tend to differ heavily in such
regions, even when the hydrophobic core of the protein can be aligned perfectly. Still
though, the spatial localization of coil exposed to the solvent can be determined less
exact by structure determination methods and protein structure prediction approaches
struggle with the variety of possible conformations. The EP-based approach detects
this pattern and assigns the same fluctuations. Also, the range of values of the models
is predicted correctly, meaning models with overall low atom distances get assigned low
predictions and vice versa. Due to the same assumptions concerning the flexibility of
coil regions, the termini of a protein also tend to feature high errors. This propensity
is spotted by the model. Even though the general aspects of the local errors can be
predicted correctly, some erroneous regions remain unrecognized in detail and on the
other side low quality is predicted where the modeled structure is in fact correct.
Because the target T0645 out of the CASP10 dataset was used to train the quality
assessment model in the first place, one target of the CASP9 dataset was selected
which is not of the same fold as any of the proteins used for training. The general
view remains equivalent (Figure 6.6), but the disagreement between both plotted values
seems to increase this time. More errors remain undetected and the model predicts
more false positive errors. The evaluation method is able to handle novel folds in a
suitable manner though.
6.4 Approximating Energy Profiles Using the
Consensus Method
Last but not least, the capability of the consensus approach was analyzed. It should
approximate the energy profile of a native structure without directly knowing the struc-
ture but only a number of predicted models. Some of these models are similar to the
actual experimentally determined structure while others contain local errors, some are
misfolded and there are also completely unfolded ones.
Despite these seemingly harsh conditions, the sequence-based eGOR methodology is
outperformed by the consensus approach in all cases (Table 6.6). While the dScores
for the consensus method ranges from 0.12 to 0.96, eGOR’s prediction cannot approx-
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imate the energy profile of the native structure as well, resulting in dScores between
1.55 and 3.20 with an average of 1.95. Thus, the consensus approach manages to
extract the correct energy profile even when most used models are entirely wrong. The
standard deviations of both variables are of the same magnitude, indicating similar dis-
persion of both measurands. The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient shared by
both approaches amounts to -0.24, implying that there is no common ground between
them and one method does not necessarily perform well when the other one does, and
neither vice versa.
Table 6.6: Descriptive statistics for methods predicting the native structure’s energy profile
method mean minimum maximum SD
consensus method 0.34 0.12 0.96 0.15
eGOR prediction 1.95 1.55 3.20 0.19
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7 Discussion
Even though the exact approaches of QMEAN and the energy profiles differ, their en-
ergy models seem to capture related properties. It can be stated that the relative ASA
and loop fraction may be trivial features but they indeed help the performance of a de-
signed MQAP and should be covered in the most cases. Furthermore, it would be really
appealing to study the individual features contributing to the composite score of each
tool (just like it has been done for QMEAN) and study the exact impact of each vari-
able, extracting the most suitable categories for model building. But unfortunately, tools
like VADAR or PROSESS do not make information of that kind accessible. However,
one could suspect that there are even more informative residue descriptors, which have
not been spotted yet, whose incorporation could result in a slight improvement of the
method’s overall quality. Not the combination of the composite scores of the MQAP by
averaging the Z-scores leads to an informative consensus but instead, the best features
should be combined in an independent regression yielding a tool combining aspects of
all methods - resulting in an indirect consensus.
All in all, a solid MQAP evolved, even though slight modifications could truly make it
top-notch. Still, a more carefully designed training dataset containing a bigger number
of unique protein folds could improve the quality which is achievable by the training pro-
cess. Currently 10 CASP datasets are available. They could all be downloaded and
their sequences and experimentally determined structure could be aligned against each
other, enabling selection of a number of targets covering all present folds in the CASP
data without being biased towards any particular fold. A small number of suitable repre-
sentatives could be selected, analogous to the previous strategy randomly or preferably
again by clustering. Training based on this dataset would cover roughly 500,000 models
shrank into manageable size. Since especially regression methods acting like a black
box, where one cannot understand the actually happening trainings process in detail,
are prone to overfitting: only covering around 100 targets from one CASP run could
have devastating consequences. The local quality assessment routine seems to be
able to generalize enough to be applicable for other problems such as particular struc-
tures of the data of high-resolution structures or the older CASP9 dataset. In contrast,
the significant decrease of capability of the global assessment model to approximate
the overall quality implies learning by heart, of which combination of attributes leads
to which GDT. Without actually spotting which arrangements of features leads to which
measured global quality. At least the global assessment arc needs to be redesigned
using this more appropriate dataset, but the local assessment method should follow
contemporaneously for sakes of uniformity. Also the results of the local assessment -
especially in form of the mean assigned local score - seem to correlate well with the
overall quality of a model, thus incorporating them should lower the error of a newly
trained model for the global protein structure evaluation.
The observations for the consensus energy profile indicate that they are capable of ap-
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proximating the energy profile of the native structure way better than eGOR and could
be a useful foundation for developing an energy profile-based quality assessment pro-
gram for ensembles of models. However, as for all consensus methods participating in
the CASP experiment it is questionable what the minimal number of processed mod-
els, to still reliably predict the energy profile of the native structure or at least perform
significantly better than the merely sequence-based eGOR algorithm.
Regarding the dataset of high-resolution structures, Verify3D performs well when visu-
ally inspected. According to the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient, it is also similar
to VADAR which incorporates Verify3D’s profiling approach and all energetic MQAP ex-
cept ProSA. In fact, the profiling idea also formulates an environment for each amino
acid that it is probably located in. PROSESS uses maybe too many other features re-
sulting in Verify3D having a too low impact resulting in almost no correlation between
both programs.
PROCHECK captures the high disorder of the linker helix in 1EXR, but evaluates the
quality of 1MUW rather uniformly, not spotting peculiar regions. Surprisingly both,
VADAR and PROSESS, showed underwhelming results: they make a rather static state-
ments on the overall quality of a structure and for individual residues this predisposition
does seldom change. Both approaches try to combine many different feature categories,
but indeed they seem to perform worse than the contributing methods like Verify3D or
rather simple formulated MQAP like ANOLEA.
One can suspect that even when PROCHECK, VADAR and PROSESS lack a holistic
point view and cannot spot the major problems present in the structures, they still derive
a much more fine-grained statement on stereochemical properties of single residues
which cannot be captured by the energetic methods instead. Standard coarse-grained
energy models will e.g. not detect clashing atoms. It seems reasonable to cover both
main categories for assessing the quality of structures: plausible bond lengths as well
as angles and the energetic aspects.
ProSA features assessment far away from the other tools and for particular problems
ProSA fails to spot apparent problems or even to provide reasonable evaluations. The
parser’s arrangement of the read values to the correct residue may be faulty since
ProSA’s output file only contains the calculated energy values but no hints to which
residue they exactly belong. However, no offset was observed, meaning all values in
the file were assigned to the same number of residues of the Structure object. Possible
errors could also occur due to the fact that the Windows version of the program was
used, an operation system experiencing some serious antipathy by the bioinformatic
community, perhaps this particular version is neglected and present bugs were not fixed
or even spotted.
ANOLEA shows little variance in the assigned energy values for both 1EXR and 1MUW.
However, regarding the Xylose Isomerase differentiation between the core of the TIM
barrel and parts exposed to the solvent can be observed. It seems that the value range
for this MQAP strongly depends on the processed protein and cannot be generalized
for all structures. As energy model only regarding contacts between, residues it will
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probably assign overall better scores to large structures with a small radius of gyration.
Potentially calculated Z-scores should maybe not describe the general population of
observed values, but only state whether a particular residue exhibits a better or worse
score than the average value of that one structure, resulting in a more sensitive repre-
sentation.
QMEAN and the EP-based approach are very similar since both use two identical values
in form of the ASA and loop fraction. Both features had huge impact on the regression
of either approach since they correlate exceptionally strong with the approximated vari-
able. In consequence, both MQAP derive congruent overall statements, differing only
slightly in the exactly assigned scores. As mainly energetic methods, QMEAN as well
as the EP-based approach tend to put regions at a disadvantage, which are exposed to
the solvent, even though no true errors are present.
It should also be mentioned that some MQAP smooth their predications, for some the
user can specify the window size for averaging and some output the raw values. It
seems that smoothing is advantageous as it lowers the influence of individual residues
and takes the direct environment of a residue into account. One can suspect that equal
smoothing of the predications of all MQAP would lead to stronger correlations among
them or at least level the field. However, I used the standard output option of each
MQAP, assessing the genuine predication of all tools - the values the authors wanted to
provide the user by default.
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8 Outlook
As for the methodology, correlations of some form of torsion energies or features close
to the stereochemical approaches could be integrated. However, that would result in
a decrease of the importance of the initial KBP. Furthermore, there seems to be some
bias towards certain folds and problems when dealing with ones which were not cov-
ered by the training dataset. All available CASP datasets could be utilized, their targets
clustered according to their sequence identity and structural similarity and then again
a small number of representatives could be used to form a training dataset. Also, a
modified version of the approach could be designed which is not based on one single
model, but on a set of models. Such clustering approaches perform way better due to
the increase of evaluable information. It is not yet understood what the minimal num-
ber of models is in order to still derive stable results - the latest CASP run indicates
that around 20 models of varying quality are sufficient, making these approaches much
more practicable than previously believed. Upcoming CASP experiments will probably
feature a dedicated category providing a heavily reduced dataset [Kryshtafovych et al.,
2014a]. This strategy should be adapted for membrane proteins as well, as they feature
drastically different environmental conditions since they are embedded in a hydrophobic
lipid bilayer. It is questionable whether occurring preferences for bond lengths, bond
angles, ASA and especially energetic terms can be generalized for all proteins or even
for the varying positions regarding the membrane protein topology. Even though the
community is aware of the problem, no dedicated MQAP handles membrane proteins
individually. The here presented protein energy profiling already pays attention to the
altered conditions within membrane proteins, yet correct prediction of the protein topol-
ogy would be mandatory. However, it could be challenging to obtain a sufficient number
of membrane protein CASP targets for training since they are somewhat neglected by
the CASP experiment.
Also, it would be reasonable to get rid of the dependencies on other programs where
possible. E.g. DSSP occasionally produces hard to handle errors and enforces the
local installation of the tool. BioJava has some rudimentary classes trying to provide
functions for the calculation of the ASA and to assign secondary structures according to
the rules used by DSSP, then again they are real buggy at the moment and it probably
takes some time until these features are reliably usable. Potentially upcoming BioJava
versions will also add methods to predict ASA and secondary structure elements the
way ACCpro and PSIPRED do.
Furthermore, some minor tweaks of the tool are necessary, e.g. the Web interface al-
lows the user to provide an email address and it is not yet implemented that the user will
actually receive the results. However, this is essential for the registration in the CAMEO
experiment. The Web interface could be improved by the use of HTML5 elements like
<canvas>, JavaScript and WebGL to dynamically render all plots in the browser and
even visualize structures colored by the predicted error, giving the user the option to ro-
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tate and zoom into the protein structure. Unfortunately, libraries providing such features
only start to emerge and struggle with the extremely limited resources and currently
cannot provide advanced options like B-factor coloring or an appealing cartoon repre-
sentation like provided by PyMOL.
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9 Summary
Just like there is no innocuous way to determine the quality of a structure by the experi-
mental data alone [Laskowski, 2005], there is also no MQAP spotting all errors that can
occur in protein structure and quantify the local uncertainty correctly [Cozzetto et al.,
2007]. A similar solution is applicable for both problems however: one can trust a num-
ber of independent, yet consistent protein structure models and one should use as many
MQAP as possible to evaluate a questionable structure. Even though it does not seem
practical to combine them directly by a Z-score, plain visual inspection can provide some
valuable insight. Hereby, ideally tools correlating not at all should be gathered as they
truly provide new information and not only make the same statement and spot the same
problems as some other tools. Especially, the combination of stereochemically moti-
vated MQAP like PROCHECK and KBP such as QMEAN or the EP-based approach
seems reasonable as both complement each other [Kryshtafovych and Fidelis, 2009].
The best residue descriptors should be extracted and utilized for an independent regres-
sion resulting in the formulation of the indirect consensus of multiple MQAP. Generally
speaking, it was shown that KBP correlate well with the occurring error in protein struc-
ture models and methodologies based on them perform better than mainly stereochem-
ical approaches like PROCHECK, VADAR or PROSESS. Although the relative ASA is
a quite simple and obvious residue descriptor, it correlates well with the measured local
error of residues and is at least as important as any energy term.
This principle was applied for the design of the EP-based approach by adopting the rela-
tive ASA and loop fraction terms originating from QMEAN. This led to a MQAP which - at
first glance - performs well on both the CASP datasets and the dataset of high-resolution
structures with their peculiar proteins. As a method utilizing only one model to derive
its statement, it is quite a rarity - only five of these programs participated in CASP10
[Kryshtafovych et al., 2014a]. For unbiased evaluation by a third party, the Web ser-
vice draft should be topped off, made (privately) available on the Internet and be signed
up for the CAMEO project. Thereby, protein structure models would be submitted to
the EP-based approach and the quality of its predication monitored automatically. Fur-
thermore, the MQAP would be compared with other state of the art methodologies and
analyzed with the knowledge derived from almost a dozen of CASP runs.
Major advantage of the EP-based approach besides the actual formulated predication
are little computation times. The actual calculation of the energy profile and assess-
ment by both random subspace models usually takes less than a second. However,
the rendering by PyMOL in order to present the results can be quite time-consuming,
especially for huge structures. The proposed user interface was again adapted from
QMEAN, however providing the plots as vector graphics and using ray-traced PyMOL
visualization of the structure instead of the quite unappealing results obtainable using
JMol. In general, the interface of the EP-based approach should at least be on par with
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the one of QMEAN which itself is unmatched among the presented tools. Even though
emphasis should be on the actual predication of any MQAP, it is also important not to
lose sight of usability, as convenient to use tools encourage users not only to employ
that very tool but to possibly evaluate their structure in the first place. A locally runnable
version of the tool could also be designed, providing users the same features in a graph-
ical user interface or by command-line. Java is predestined for such tasks because of its
platform independence and of its convenient way to create dynamically generated Web
pages.
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